Hi, I’m Chazzy! The CHAS Health Mascot.

I like to share healthy tips with my friends.
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Chazzy. The CHAS Health Mascot.

Loves to hike, swim, and dig in the Inland Northwest.
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Chazzy. THE CHAS HEALTH MASCOT.

IS HAPPY WHEN FRIENDS VISIT FOR A CHECK-UP
TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE GROWING UP HEALTHY AND STRONG.
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Chazzy, the CHAS Health Mascot, loves back to school time and getting to see school friends!
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Chazzy. THE CHAS HEALTH MASCOT.

LOVES TO SEE YOU SMILE. BRUSH, FLOSS, AND VISIT FOR A CHECKUP TO KEEP YOUR TEETH IN TIP TOP SHAPE.
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Chazzy. THE CHAS HEALTH MASCOT.

ENJOYS PICKING PUMPKINS, THE CORN MAZE, AND RAKING (THEN JUMPING IN) LEAVES. FALL FOR FUN OUTSIDE!
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Chazzy. THE CHAS HEALTH MASCOT.

LOVES TO EAT APPLES, BANANAS AND TOMATOES.
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Chazzy. The CHAS Health mascot.

Loves to wash his paws often, Chazzy washes his paws for 20 seconds with warm soapy water.
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Chazzy. The CHAS Health Mascot.

Always wears a helmet when riding a bike, scooter, or on skates.